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THOUGHTS AF'TER CONFRONTATION...
HOW CAN I TELL HIM WHAT HE DOESN'T
WANT TO HEAR? HOW CAN I EXPLAIN TO
HIM HOW I WOKE UP ONE MORNING AND
KNEW THAT THIS JUST WASN'T THE RIGHT
WAY? HOW CAN I SAY THAT IN THAT
MOMENT, IN THAT TIME, I RELEASBD A
PRISONED EMOTION AND TRUTH-I DID NOT
LOVE HIM ... HOW CAN I TELL HIM THAT HIS
VOICE NO LONGBR MADE MB SMILE; IT MADE
ME TURN AWAY; HIS TOUCH WAS NO
LONGER PLACID ON MY SKIN; IT WAS JUST A
COLD MOTION; HIS EYES NO LONGER
REFLECTED BLUE IN MINE; THEY WERE JUST
GLASS. HOW CAN I SAY ALL THIS AND NOT
CRUSH A SOFT SPIRIT, NAIVE PRINCE. HOW
CAN I ADMIT I'VE DONE HIM WRONG?
WHY CAN'T HE ACCEPT IT AND MOVE ON? I
CAN'T TELL HIM THAT HE WENT FROM BEAU
TO BROTHER, FROM LOVER TO
ACQUAINTANCE, FROM ENIGMA TO MUD. I
DON'T WANT A LIFE OF ACCUSATION,
FALLACY, INSECURITY, AND REGRET. OUR
FUTURE TURNED BITTER, LIKE MILK ON A
PICNIC TABLE.
HE CAN'T LOVB ME THE WAY I NEED, AND I
CAN'T LOVE HIM THE WAY HE WANTS. I AM
NOT HIS DESTII.{Y; I AM HIS LESSON. I
TAUGHT THE UNDENIABLE TRUTH OF
CHANGED FEELINGS, FIRST LOVE, AND
FAILURE.
I DON'T LOVE HIM. FOUR SIMPLE WORDS
THAT CAN NEVER BE SAID TO HIM...
--Melissa Japp
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